Let φ : P r Z be a birational transformation with a smooth connected base locus scheme, where Z ⊆ P r+c is a nondegenerate prime Fano manifold. We call φ a quadro-quadric special briational transformation if φ and φ −1 are defined by linear subsystems of |O P r (2)| and |OZ (2)| respectively. In this paper we classify quadro-quadric special birational transformations in the cases where either (i) Z is a complete intersection and the base locus scheme of φ −1 is smooth, or (ii) Z is a hypersurface.
Introduction
We work over the complex number field. Varieties are assumed to be irreducible and reduced unless otherwise stated. A smooth projective variety V ⊆ P N is called a prime Fano manifold if Pic(V ) = Z(O V (1)) and V is covered by lines. Let φ : P r P N be a rational map defined by an N -dimensional linear subsystem of |O P r (a)|, and Z be the closure of the image. Assume φ : P r Z is birational, and Z ⊆ P N is a prime Fano manifold. Denote by X (resp. Y ) the base locus scheme of φ (resp. φ −1 ). If moreover X is smooth and connected, then we call φ a special birational transformation. Assume that φ −1 is defined by a linear subsystem of |O Z (b)|. Then φ is said to be of type (a, b). We call φ a quadratic (resp. quadro-quadric) special birational transformation if a = 2 (resp. a = b = 2).
It is hard to classify special birational transformations of type (a, b), even if Z is a projective space. Fu and Hwang classified special birational transformation of type (2, 1) in [6] . Ein and Shepherd-Barron showed in [3] that if φ : P r P r is a quadro-quadric special birational transformation, then X and Y are Severi varieties. Alzati and Sierra classified in [2] quadro-quadric special birational transformations to LQEL-manifolds. Staglianò studied in [17] quadratic special birational transformations to hypersurfaces. In particular, he described quadroquadric special birational transformations to smooth quadric hypersurfaces.
Our work is motivated by [17] . The first main result in this paper is as follows: Theorem 1.1. Let φ : P r Z be a quadro-quadric special birational transformation. Assume that Z P r+1 is a nondegenerate smooth hypersurface. Denote by X (resp. Y ) the base locus scheme of φ (resp. φ −1 ). Then Z is a quadric hypersurface, Y is a Severi variety and X is a nonsingular hyperplane section of a Severi variety.
Remark that there is a classification of Severi varieties due to Zak (see Proposition 2.2 in the following). The key observation for the proof of Theorem 1.1 is that the VMRT Z (1) of Z is covered by lines, which was proved in [2] and implies that the index i(Z (1) ) ≥ 2. On the other hand, as Z is smooth hypersurface, we have i(Z (1) ) = r + 1 −
deg(Z)(deg(Z)+1) 2
. Combining with the properties of X, we get dim(X) ≤ 33, and the possible values of dim(X) and r. Most cases can be ruled out in a standard way with the help of the Divisibility Theorem for QEL-manifolds, except one case with dim(X) = 25 and r = 43, where we need to explore some delicate structure of entry loci of QEL-manifolds.
For the complete intersection cases, we get the following Theorem 1.2. Let φ : P r Z be a quadro-quadric special birational transformation with base locus scheme X. Assume that Z P N is a nondegenerate smooth complete intersection, and the base locus scheme Y of φ −1 is smooth.
Then Z is a quadric hypersurface, Y is a Severi variety and X is a nonsingular hyperplane section of a Severi variety.
The key point is that by studying the secant variety of Y , we can show that Y is a Severi variety and that Z is a complete intersection of quadric hypersurfaces. Then the theorem follows from a technique result on Severi varieties.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall some facts about Severi varieties, quadratic manifolds, QEL-manifolds, and conic-connected manifolds. In Section 3, we study quadratic special birational transformations to prime Fano manifolds. In Section 4, we prove Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2. In Section 5, we prove Proposition 3.17, which claims the non-existence of certain quadratic QEL-manifolds, and helps to complete our proofs in the previous sections.
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Preliminaries
This section is to collect some facts about Severi varieties, quadratic manifolds, QEL-manifolds, and conic-connected manifolds, which will be frequently used.
Severi varieties
Let V ⊂ P r be a closed subvariety. The secant variety Sec(V ) of V is the closure of the union of the secant lines of V . The nonnegative integer δ(V ) := 2 dim(V ) + 1 − dim(Sec(V )) is called the secant defect of V . We have the following linear normality theorem due to Zak: 
Quadratic manifolds
Let V ⊆ P r be a smooth projective variety covered by lines. Take a point v ∈ V . Denote by T v V and T v V the affine tangent space and the embedded tangent space of
* ) be the variety of lines in V passing through v. When v is a general point in V , we call L v (V ) the variety of minimal rational tangents (VMRT for short) of V at v, and if there is no confusion, we denote by 
QEL-manifolds
Let V ⊆ P r be a projective variety. For a point u ∈ Sec(V )\V , denote by C u (V ) the closure of the union of secant lines of V passing through u. Let Σ u (V ) be the closure of the set of points v ∈ V such that there is a secant line of V passing through u and v. We call C u (V ) the secant cone of u in Sec(V ) and call Σ u (V ) the entry locus of u in V . When there is no confusion, denote by C u = C u (V ) and Σ u = Σ u (V ).
A smooth projective variety V ⊆ P r is called a QEL-manifold if for a general point u ∈ Sec(V ), the entry locus Σ u is a δ(V )-dimensional quadric hypersurface. When a QEL-manifold is also a quadratic manifold, we call it a quadratic QEL-manifold.
Let V ⊆ P r be a nondegenerate QEL-manifold of dimension n with secant defect δ. If Sec(V ) = P r , then V is linearly normal. Now assume δ > 0. Then for a general point u ∈ Sec(V )\V , Σ u is an irreducible smooth quadric hypersurface of dimension δ. Through two general points in V there passes a unique δ-dimensional quadric hypersurface. Moreover, this quadric hypersurface is irreducible and smooth. Assume Sec(V ) = P r and δ > 0. Let L be a linear subspace such that dim(L) = r − dim(Sec(V )) − 1 and L ∩ Sec(V ) = ∅. Denote by π : P r P 2n+1−δ the linear projection from L. Then π(V ) is not a QELmanifold, since for a general point u ∈ P 2n+1−δ , Σ u (π(V )) has deg(Sec(V )) irreducible components. For details of the discussions in this paragraph, see [15, (
The following two Propositions are due to Russo (see [15, (a) a nonsingular hyperplane section of the Segre threefold
Conic-connected manifolds
A nondegenerate smooth projective variety V ⊆ P r is said to be a conicconnected manifold, if through two general points of V there passes an irre-ducible conic contained in V . There is a classification of conic-connected manifolds due to Ionescu 
(iv) a nonsingular hyperplane section of the Segre embedding
Remark 2.7. Let V ⊆ P r be as in Proposition 2.6(ii). By [5, Lem. 3.6] , V ⊆ P r is projectively equivalent to the VMRT of the symplectic Grassmannian Gr ω (n − m, 2n + 1 − m) at a general point. Then dim(Sec(V )) = 2n by [5, Lem .4.19] . Hence, either Sec(V ) = P r or dim(Sec(V )) ≤ r − 2. Furthermore, Sec(V ) = P r if and only if m = n − 2, and in this case V is a general hyperplane section of
Note that QEL-manifolds with positive secant defects are conic-connected manifolds. As a direct consequence, we get the following Corollary 2.8. Let V ⊆ P r be a QEL-manifold with secant defect δ > 0. Assume that Sec(V ) = P r . Then either V ⊆ P r is a prime Fano manifold, or it is projectively equivalent to one of the following:
(a) a smooth conic in P 2 ; (b) the Segre embedding P 1 × P n−1 ⊆ P 2n−1 ; (c) a nonsingular hyperplane section of (b).
Quadratic special birational transformations
Now we fix some notations in this paper. Let φ : P r Z be a special birational transformation of type (2, b) . We always assume b ≥ 2, and Z P N is a nondegenerate prime Fano manifold. Let X (resp. Y ) be the base locus scheme of φ (resp. φ −1 ). Denote by n (resp. m) the dimension of X (resp. Y ), δ the secant defect of X, and c = N − r. Let σ : W → P r be the blow-up of P r along X. There is a natural morphism τ :
, and H P ⊆ P r (resp. H Z ⊆ Z) a hyperplane section.
3.1 Properties of X and Z
Now we recall some facts on X, most of which are from [3, Prop. 
r is a hypersurface of degree 2b − 1, and r = 2n + 2 − δ;
(ii) X ⊆ P r is a nondegenerate linearly normal quadratic QEL-manifold;
is smooth irreducible and non-degenerate; 
. Then deg(V ) divides deg(S).
As an application of previous results, we have the following Proposition 3.6. Assume that either
Proof. By Proposition 3.
is an irreducible smooth closed subvariety of P r−1 . By Proposition 3.2, there is a linear projection on P r sending X is isomorphically to a closed subvariety
By (i), we can assume that
Properties of
Proof. The discussion is an analogue of [3, Prop. 2.3] . Remark that τ | E P : E P → D P is birational, and D P ⊆ Z is a divisor. By the projection formula and Proposition 3.1(iii),
Take a general point y ∈ Y and an irreducible curve C ⊆ τ −1 (y). Then
In particular,
Thus, τ (l) is a line contained in D P passing through z, and it intersects Y at b points. By assumption, b ≥ 2. Hence, z ∈ Sec(Y ) and
Proof. By Proposition 3.7, it suffices to show that D P is nondegenerate in P N . We assume that there is a hyperplane
. This contradicts Proposition 3.7, since b ≥ 2.
Let V ⊆ P N be a projective variety. Denote by S V the closure of the set of triples (v 1 , v 2 , u) in V × V × P N such that v 1 and v 2 are distinct points and u ∈ v 1 , v 2 . Let p i be the i-th projection from S V , and p 12 :
Proof. By Proposition 3.7, Y ⊆ D P and z / ∈ Y . Hence, Σ z is well-defined. Take an arbitrary point y ∈ Σ z . Then the line l = y, z is either a secant line or a tangent line of Y .
To get the conclusion, it suffices to show l ∩ Z ⊆ Y ∪ {z}. Assume that there is a point
is defined by quadric hypersurfaces, and l is either a secant line or a limit of secant lines of Y . This implies that φ −1 (z) lies in the base locus X of φ. Hence, z ∈ τ σ −1 (X) = D P , which contradicts the choice of z.
Proof. Take any point z ∈ (Sec(Y ) ∩ Z)\Y and any point y ∈ Σ z . Then the line l = y, z is either a secant line or a tangent line of Y . Since Z is a quadratic manifold, and l intersects Z at three or more points (counted with multiplicities), we get that l ⊆ Z. Since φ −1 is defined by quadric hypersurfaces,
Proof. By Proposition 3.1(i)(iv), r = 2n + 2 − δ and m = 2n − 2δ. Assume that c < n − 2δ. Then m > 2 3 (N − 2). Since Y is smooth and nondegenerate, the secant variety Sec(Y ) = P N by Proposition 2.1. In particular, Z ⊆ Sec(Y ). Take an arbitrary point z ∈ Z\D P . By Lemma 3.9, {z} is the unique irreducible component of
Since C z is a cone over the vertex z, we get z ∈ M ∩ Z. Thus, {z} is an
which is a contradiction.
Cases with large δ
Remark that X is nondegenerate in P r and Sec(X) = P r by Proposition 3.1(i). Thus, δ ≤ n 2 by Proposition 2.1. If δ = n 2 , then X ⊆ P r is a Severi variety by definition. In this case, we know the following result due to Ein and ShepherdBarron. Proof. By Proposition 3.1(i)(ii), r = 2n + 2 − δ, X ⊆ P r is a nondegenerate quadratic QEL-manifold and Sec(X) = P r . Then δ ≤ n 2 by Proposition 2.1. If δ = n 2 , then X is a Severi variety by definition, and Z = P r by Proposition 3.12. This contradicts our assumption Z = P r .
Proposition 3.14. Assume that δ > 0. Then either X ⊆ P r is a prime Fano manifold with index n+δ 2 , or it is projectively equivalent to one of the following: (a) the second Veronese embedding
Proof. By Proposition 3.1(ii), X is a nondegenerate linearly normal QEL-manifold. Thus, X is conic-connected. By Proposition 2.6, X ⊆ P r is either a prime Fano manifold with index i(X) = n+δ 2 , or it is projectively equivalent to the cases (i) − (iv) listed there. Now assume the latter case holds. By Proposition 3.1(i) r = 2n + 2 − δ. Hence, the only possible case in (i) is (a), the only possible case in (iii) is (b), and the only possible case in (iv) is (c). By Remark 2.7, there is no case in (ii) satisfying r = 2n + 2 − δ. , then (n, δ) = (7, 3), (10, 4), (13, 5) , (14, 6) , or (15, 7).
Proof. By Proposition 3.13, n 3 < δ < n 2 . Then by Proposition 2.3 (ii), we get δ ≤ 10 and the following list for the possible values of the pair (n, δ): (5, 2), (7, 3), (10, 4), (13, 5) , (14, 6) , (15, 7) , (25, 9) and (26, 10). One can also find this list in [8, Prop. 3.6] . Now it suffices to exclude the three cases not appearing in the conclusion. Case 1. (n, δ, r) = (5, 2, 10): It is excluded by Proposition 3.14, since n + δ is odd.
Case 2. (n, δ, r) = (25, 9, 43): By Example 3.16, X is a quadratic SQELmanifold. Then the existence of such X contradicts Proposition 3.17.
Case 3. (n, δ, r) = (26, 10, 44). By Proposition 2.3(i), X (1) ⊆ P 25 is a QELmanifold of dimension 16 with secant defect 8 and Sec(X (1) ) = P 25 . However, such a QEL-manifold as X (1) does not exist by Proposition 2.5.
Remark 3.19. Let Φ : P r+1 P r+1 be a quadro-quadric special birational transformation. By Proposition 3.12, if X ⊆ P r is the section of the base locus scheme of Φ by a general hyperplane H ⊆ P r+1 , then φ = Φ| H : H Φ(H) is a birational map defined by quadric hypersurfaces. Moreover, Φ(H) is a smooth quadric hypersurface (see for example [17, Example 5.1] ). This shows the possibility of (n, δ) = (7, 3) and (15, 7) in Proposition 3.18. For the rest three cases there, we believe they are impossible. When Z ⊆ P r+1 is a nondegenerate smooth hypersurface, we can rule out them (see Proposition 4.8 in the following). 
Basic formulae
Proof. By Proposition 3.3(i)(ii)
Now we assume that δ = 0. By Proposition 3.2, there is a linear projection π : P r P r−1 such that X is isomorphically mapped to a closed subvariety X ′ of Z (1) . By Proposition 3.1(i), X is nondegenerate in P r . Hence,
is the scheme-theoretic intersection of Z (1) and a hypersurface of degree k 0 in P r−1 . Hence, X ′ is a smooth complete intersection in P r−1 . This implies that
) is surjective, which is a contradiction.
Proposition 4.2. We have
Proof. By Proposition 3.3(ii), dim(Z (1) ) = n + δ + 1. On the other hand, by 
By Proposition 3.4, the index i(Z
. Combining with
and e 2 ≤ 8δ + c − n. In particular, c ≤ n − 2δ and δ ≥ 
Hypersurfaces cases
In this subsection, we study the case where Z ⊆ P N is a hypersurface of degree d, namely c = 1 and d 1 = d. This has been studied by Staglianò in [17] . We need the following result from him. (ii) The Hilbert polynomial P X (t) of X satisfies that P X (0) = 1, P X (1) = r + 1, P X (2) = r(r+1) 2 − 1, P X (t) = 0 for −i(X) + 1 ≤ t ≤ −1, and P X (t) = (−1) n P X (−t − i(X)) for all t ∈ Z. In particular, when the coindex c(X) := n + 1 − i(X) ≤ 5, P X (t) is uniquely determined. Example 4.7. Now we compute the Hilbert polynomial P X (t) for some possible values of (n, δ) with δ > 0.
If (n, δ) = (8, 2). Then r = 16 by Proposition 3.1(i). By Proposition 4.6, X is prime Fano of index 5. Let Q(t) = P X ( t−5 2 ). Then Q(t) is an even polynomial function of degree 8 with four roots ±1 and ±3. Thus, we can denote by Q(t) = (t 2 − 1)(t 2 − 9)(a 4 t 4 + a 2 t 2 + a 0 ). Since Q(5) = 1, Q(7) = 17
and Q(9) = 135, we get (a 4 , a 2 , a 0 ) = ( 
(t + i))(36t 4 + 360t 3 + 1374t 2 + 1245t + 1680).
Similarly, if (n, δ) = (12, 4), then deg(X) = 84 and
(t + i))(t + 4)(84t 4 + 1344t 3 + 8052t 2 + 21408t + 23760). (15, 7, 2) , (18, 6, 7) , (14, 6, 3) , (13, 5, 4) , (12, 4, 5) , (10, 4, 3) , (9, 3, 4) and (7, 3, 2) . By Proposition 4.8, only the case (n, δ, d) = (18, 6, 7) is possible.
By Proposition 2.3 (i), X (1) ⊆ P 17 is a QEL-manifold of dimension 10 such that δ(X (1) ) = 4 and Sec(X (1) ) = P 17 , and X (2) ⊆ P 9 is a QEL-manifold of dimension 5 such that δ(X (2) ) = 2 and Sec(X (2) ) = P 9 . By Proposition 2.3(iv), X (2) is not a prime Fano manifold. Then X (2) ⊆ P 9 is projectively equivalent to P 1 × P 4 ⊆ P 9 by Corollary 2.8. Since the VMRT of X (1) at a general point is projectively equivalent to the VMRT of G (1, 6) at a general point, we know that X (1) is isomorphic to G(1, 6) (see for example [14, Main Thm.] ). Since both X
(1) ⊆ P 17 and G(1, 6) ⊆ P 17 are covered by lines, the isomorphism between them are induced by a linear subsystem of |O X (1) (1 
On the other hand, the fact Sec(X (1) ) = P 17 implies that the QEL-manifold
is linearly normal (see Subsection 2.3), which is a contradiction.
When Y is smooth
Now we return to the case where Z ⊆ P N is a complete intersection of type (d 1 , . . . , d c ). Firstly, we need a technique result on Severi varieties. Proof. Assume that M is smooth and connected, and c ≥ 2. By Proposition 2.2,
. By Proposition 3. )) is surjective, there is a hyperplane H in P N such that V = H ∩ V , which contradicts the fact that V = ν 2 (P 2 ) ⊆ P 5 is non-degenerate. This finishes the proof. Now we want to apply Theorem 1.2 to study the cases where Z is a quadratic projective manifold. To do this, we need some properties on complete intersections. 
As a application of these results, we get the following Proof. Remark that dim(Z (1) ) = n + δ + 1 by Proposition 3.3(ii), and r = 2n + 2 − δ by Proposition 3.1(i). Since r ≤ 9 5 n + 2, we have δ ≥
is a complete intersection in P r−1 by Proposition 4.11. By Proposition 4.12,
. By Proposition 4.11, Z is a complete intersection. Then the conclusion follows from Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Proposition 3.17
Recall that a QEL-manifold V ⊆ P r is called a SQEL-manifold, if a general point u ∈ Sec(V )\V satisfies that for any point u ′ ∈ C u \V , we have Σ u ′ = Σ u . To complete our proof of Theorem 1.1, we need to prove Proposition 3.17. Our aim in this section is to prove Proposition 3.17, which claims the non-existence of nondegenerate 25-dimensional quadratic SQEL-manifolds in P 43 with secant defect 9.
In Subsection 5.1, we study the properties of general entry loci on a SQELmanifold and prove Proposition 3.17 assuming the following Proposition 5.1. Then we prove Proposition 5.1 in Subsection 5.2, which also requires a detailed study of entry loci on SQEL-manifold.
Proposition 5.1. There does not exist any 15-dimensional quadratic SQELmanifold V ⊆ P 24 such that Sec(V ) = P 24 .
General entry loci
Throughout this subsection, we assume that V ⊆ P r is a nondegenerate SQELmanifold of dimension n such that the secant defect 1 ≤ δ(V ) < n.
Denote by U g (V ) the set of points u ∈ Sec(V )\V such that the entry locus Σ u is an irreducible and smooth quadric hypersurface of dimension δ(V ), and
Since V is a SQEL-manifold, we know that U g (V ) contains a Zariski open dense subset U o (V ) of Sec(V )\V and a general entry locus of V belongs to Q g (V ).
Lemma 5.2. Keeping notation as above. Take
Proof. Remark that Σ u is a quadric hypersurface contained in
Take u 1 ∈ l\V . Then v ∈ Σ u1 = Σ u , where the equality follows from the fact u ∈ U g (V ). This contradicts the choice of v. Hence,
Example 5.3. We consider the 10-dimensional Spinor variety S 10 ⊆ P 15 . Note that the secant variety Sec(S 10 ) = P 15 . It is known that (a) each entry locus of S 10 ⊆ P 15 is a smooth connected quadric hypersurface of dimension 6, and (b) the intersection of any two different entry loci of S 10 ⊆ P 15 is either empty or a linear subspace of dimension 3. By (a), U g (S 10 ) = P 15 \S 10 . Let M be the section of S 10 by an arbitrary hyperplane H in P 15 . Then by (a)(b), any entry locus of M is the intersection of H and an entry locus of S 10 , and the intersection of two different entry loci of M is either empty or a linear subspace of dimension 2 or 3. For more details of this example, one can see [6, Lem. 5.11, Prop. 5.12, Cor. 5.13]. 
is then a SQEL-manifold. Now we turn to the proof the claim. Recall that S V is defined to be the closure of the set of triples (v 1 , v 2 , u) in V × V × P r such that v 1 = v 2 and u ∈ v 1 , v 2 . Let p i be the restriction to S V of the i-th projection from V ×V ×P r . Then p 3 (p 
By the definition of entry loci,
where the first equality follows from Lemma 5.2. Since u ′ ∈ C u (V )\V and
where the third equality follows from the same argument as the first one (see the discussion in the last paragraph). Thus, u, u 
Proof of Proposition 5.1
Let V ⊆ P r be a smooth projective variety. Take a general point v ∈ V . Denote by π v : V V ′ the restriction to V of the linear projection from T v (V ). We call the rational map π v the tangential projection at v. Let π : V V ′ be a rational map. Take a point v ′ ∈ V ′ . For the convenience of discussion, we use π −1 (v ′ ) to denote the closure of the fiber of v ′ . To prove Proposition 5.1, we need to recall some properties on tangential projections and birational maps. 
Assume that M is smooth and E 1 is an irreducible divisor. Then E = E 1 and V ′ is the blow up of V along M . Now we are ready to prove Proposition 5.1.
Proof of Proposition 5.1. Assume such a projective manifold V exists. Then the secant defect δ(V ) = 7. Take a general point u ∈ P 24 . We can assume u ∈ U g (V ). Then the entry locus Σ u is a 7-dimensional irreducible smooth quadric hypersurface, and the secant cone C u of the entry locus is an 8-dimensional linear subspace. Consider the linear projection P
24

P
15 from C u . Denote by π : V V the restriction to V of the linear projection, where
We claim that for any y ∈ V \Σ u , π −1 π(y) is a linear space and π −1 π(y) ∩ Σ u is a hyperplane of π −1 π(y). The proof of this claim is the same with the discussion in [2, Prop. 3.15] . Assume that y 1 and y 2 are two distinct points in V \Σ u such that π(y 1 ) = π(y 2 ). Denote by u ′ = y 1 , y 2 ∩ C u . Then u ′ ∈ Σ u , since otherwise {y 1 , y 2 } ⊆ Σ u = Σ u ′ implying a contradiction, where the equality follows from the fact V is a SQEL-manifold. Remark that V is a quadratic manifold, and the line y 1 , y 2 intersects with V at three distinct points y 1 , y 2 and u ′ . Thus, y 1 , y 2 ⊆ V . So the claim holds. Denote by
Let p 1 and p 2 be the two projections from M to Σ u and V respectively. Denote by V u = p 2 (M ). Then by the claim above,
is an irreducible variety of dimension 9, which implies that p
is an irreducible variety of dimension 10. Hence, there is a unique irreducible
× {y}, and π −1 π(y) ∩ Σ u is a hyperplane in the linear space π −1 π(y). Since Σ u is a smooth quadric hypersurface, we get that
In particular, M = M and V u = V u = V . Take a general point v ∈ Σ u . Now we consider the linear projection P
24
P
16 from the tangent space T v Σ u . Denote by π u : V V the restriction to V of this projection, where V = π u (V ). Then π = π p • π u , where p = π u (C u ) is a point in V , and π p : V π p (V ) is the restriction to V of the projection P 16 P 15 from p. We have the following commutative diagram:
where π v : V π v (V ) the tangential projection at v. Remark that π, π u and π v are restrictions to V of linear projections from P 24 with the center being C u ,
By Proposition 5.5, the fiber π
is the entry locus Σ u ′ passing through v and v ′ , where u ′ ∈ v, v ′ and u ′ / ∈ V . By the generality of the choice of u, v and v ′ , we get that u ′ ∈ U g (V ), and Σ u = Σ u ′ . Note that u ∈ U g (V ). Then by Lemma 5.2, Σ u ∩ Σ u ′ = C u ∩ C u ′ is a linear subspace. Let P uu ′ = C u ∩ C u ′ , P uv ′ = v ′ , P uu ′ , and s = dim(P uu ′ ). If P uv ′ ⊆ Σ u ′ , then v, v ′ ⊆ P uv ′ ⊆ Σ u ′ ⊆ V . By the generality of v and v ′ , V is a linear subspace. This contradicts the assumption Sec(V ) = P 24 . Hence, P uv ′ Σ u ′ . Remark that Σ u ′ ⊆ C u ′ is a quadric hypersurface and P uv ′ ⊆ C u ′ . Then there is an s-dimensional linear subspace P uu ′ containing v ′ such that P uv ′ ∩ Σ u ′ = P uu ′ ∪ P uu ′ . Hence,
Thus, s = dim( P uu ′ ) = dim(π −1 u π u (v ′ )) = 2. By Proposition 2.3(i), V
(1) ⊆ P 14 is a QEL-manifold of dimension 9 with secant defect 5. Then by Proposition 2.4, V
(1) ⊆ P 14 is projectively equivalent to a nonsingular section of S 10 by a hyperplane L in P 15 . Note that the intersection 
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